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Partners During Development

Pilot Teachers
YPP- The Young People’s Project
YPP- The Young People’s Project

CHICAGO SITE- Key partner during development
Museum
Lesson:
Things change. Be Flexible.
National Girls Collaborative Project
Train the trainer model

- UIC NGCP
- Colorado: 40 teachers, 400 students
- Louisiana: 40 teachers, 400 students
- Missouri: 40 teachers, 400 students
- Montana: 40 teachers, 400 students
- New Jersey: 40 teachers, 400 students
- N. Carolina: 40 teachers, 400 students
- Oregon: 40 teachers, 400 students
- Pacific NW: 40 teachers, 400 students
- Pennsylvania: 40 teachers, 400 students
- Texas: 40 teachers, 400 students
IMPACT
Community of Trained Educators
Directly Impacting Youth in their Communities
Lessons Learned

• Communication is important
• Commitment is important
Communication Strategies

Webinars

Phone/Conference Calls

NGCP has experience with facilitating communication.
Strategies for Increasing Commitment

Encourage site leaders to:

- Adapt and share PD plans
- Present at conferences
- Submit posts to our blog
- Help organize and lead the webinars
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